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Abstract 
 
We study the relation between ad networks, consumer privacy and the online advertising 
market. We consider two publishers that can outsource their ad inventories to an ad network, in 
a market where consumers and advertisers endogenously multi-home. Differently from 
publishers, the ad network tracks consumers across websites, limiting wasteful repetition of ads. 
However, its tracking capability depends on consumer privacy-related choices (e.g., accepting 
third-party cookies). We show that tracking may increase or decrease the provision of ads, 
depending on its effect on expected advertising returns and on how audience sizes respond to ad 
quantities. When they decide whether to allow tracking, consumers exert a positive externality 
on advertisers. If tracking reduces the provision of ads, there is also a positive indirect 
externality on consumers. Hence, there may be too little tracking in equilibrium, even from 
consumers’ perspective. We evaluate several privacy policies, including direct regulatory 
interventions and the creation of markets for the right to track consumers. Finally, we 
characterize the conditions such that outsourcing to the ad network expands the provision of ads 
compared to the case where publishers compete directly for advertisers. 

JEL-Codes: D430, D620, L820, M370. 

Keywords: advertising, ad network, internet, tracking, multi-homing, privacy. 
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1 Introduction

An increasingly large share of advertising takes place online: the Interactive Advertising Bureau

estimates that the US online advertising market was worth about 90% of the TV market in 2015

(IAB, 2015). Several features of this market distinguish it from traditional ones. In this paper, we

focus on two aspects which have received little attention in previous research. First, digital �rms use

new technologies to provide advertising, such that the e�ectiveness of online advertising hinges on

their ability to monitor consumers and on the extent to which the latter protect their own personal

information. Given the large amount of data that �rms can collect, consumers and regulators are

increasingly concerned about the potential consequences of reduced privacy.1 Second, most digital

publishers outsource their ad inventory to advertising networks, such as Google's AdSense.2 Ad

networks typically have better technologies to track users online than publishers do. Our objective

is to provide a theory of the online advertising market that incorporates ad networks, data-driven

advertising technologies, and consumers' choices regarding privacy.

One of the key factors behind the relevance of ad networks is that consumers commonly consult

several online contents in a short time frame.3 This behavior reduces the reach (i.e. the expected

number of informed consumers) of ad campaigns, because the same ad can hit a consumer several

times on di�erent publishers, being wasted with the consumer's attention. Although each publisher

can monitor a consumer on its own web-pages, and thus potentially avoid internal repetitions, it

can hardly do so when the consumer visits other websites (Calvano and Jullien, 2012, Athey et al.,

2016). Furthermore, whereas publishers are unique gatekeepers to the attention of exclusive viewers,

competition for advertisers reduces the revenue generated from multi-homers. The combination of

these factors implies that publishers' ad inventories lose value as the share of multi-homers increases

(Ambrus et al. 2016). Ad networks can address these problems in two ways. First, they centralize the

sale of advertising space on di�erent publishers. Second, they use data-driven technologies to improve

the reach of ad campaigns. Speci�cally, in this paper we concentrate on tracking technologies, that

1Turow et al. (2009) �nd that 84% of U.S. respondents say they do not want advertising tailored on their behavior
on websites they have visited before (see also Tucker, 2014). A recent Gallup survey shows that 61% of respondents
argued that online behavior tracking is unjusti�able (Morales, 2010). Acquisti et al. (2016) provide an overview of
online privacy regulation in the EU and the US.

2Roesner et al. (2012) report that 89% of the (Alexa) top 500 sites include at least one cross-site tracker and 40%
are tracked by Google's ad network. The latter reaches 94% of total Internet audience (Comscore, 2016).

3Comscore (2016) reports that 94% of total internet audience visited Google and 80% visited Facebook in February
2016.
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allow an ad network to follow consumers' activity online across multiple websites. For instance, by

using third-party cookies, ad networks can keep track of which ads a consumer has already been

exposed to, avoiding wasteful repetition.4

However, following a consumer usually entails storing substantial information on her behavior

and preferences. Therefore, consumers may perceive tracking as a violation of their privacy and take

measures to avoid it, at least partially (see Goldfarb and Tucker, 2012). For example, consumers

can adjust their browser settings to block third-party cookies or use software to anonymize their

browsing activity.5

The issues outlined above raise several interesting questions. How do data-driven advertising

technologies a�ect market outcomes? What is the impact of consumers' privacy-related decisions

on market outcomes and welfare? Should regulators restrict tracking? Should they assign property

rights on personal data? How do ad networks a�ect market outcomes compared to the case where

publishers compete? Our paper provides an analytical framework to tackle these questions.

We consider a model with two ad-�nanced online publishers, an ad network, and homogeneous

advertisers. Consumers and advertisers possibly multi-home and ads reduce consumers' utility from

browsing the Internet. We �rst study the scenario where publishers outsource their inventories to

the ad network. We account for the fact that the ad network's ability to track consumers depends on

the extent to which they protect their privacy, as discussed above. When consumers block tracking,

they reduce the ability of the ad network to avoid cross-outlet repetition of impressions. Therefore,

the number of consumers blocking tracking a�ects advertising revenues and, in turn, the equilibrium

quantity of ads.

Our �rst �nding is that the provision of online advertising may increase or decrease with tracking,

depending on two forces that stem from the two-sided nature of digital publishers. On the one hand,

tracking increases the marginal revenue from ads hitting multi-homers, which increases the return

from advertising. However, tracking also increases the revenue from each multi-homer and, hence, the

4Tracking may also be useful when advertisers intend to show ads in a given sequence (see, for instance,
https://support.google.com/dfp_premium/answer/1665531?hl=en) or reach with a personalized o�er a consumer
who has shown interest in a generic ad. Ad networks also perform other functions, including matching ads with
consumers based on information regarding their interests (targeting).

5According to a 2011 USAToday.com article, Ghostery, one of the most common block-tracking tools, is
�being downloaded by 140000 new users each month, with total downloads doubling to 4.5 million in the
past 12 months�. Furthermore, �software �rm Abine projects the number of Internet users in North Amer-
ica using anti-tracking tools will be 28.1 million by the end of 2012, up from 17.2 million today�. See
https://usatoday30.usatoday.com/tech/news/story/2011-12-29/internet-privacy/52274608/1.
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implicit cost of additional ads, because the quantity of multi-homers shrinks when advertising levels

go up. Therefore, tracking reduces the equilibrium quantity of ads if the second e�ect dominates. We

argue that this outcome is more likely, for instance, when users' preferences for the two publishers are

negatively correlated, because, all else given, the share of multi-homing viewers tends to be smaller,

but multi-homers constitute a larger component of the demand response to changes in advertising

quantities on a publisher. To the best of our knowledge, these �ndings uncover a novel link between

data-driven advertising technologies and online advertising levels.

We then compare consumers' and publishers' equilibrium choices, respectively, on tracking and

advertising provision with optimal ones. We begin by comparing the competitive equilibrium to the

�rst-best allocation, whereby these quantities are chosen to maximize welfare. We �nd that too few

consumers allow tracking, because they ignore the positive e�ect on advertising revenues. Next, we

consider the second-best scenario where tracking is chosen to maximize welfare, while advertising

quantities are unregulated. We �nd that there may be too little or too much tracking in equilibrium,

depending on two externalities. First, as mentioned, consumers ignore the impact of their choice on

advertising surplus. Second, each consumer neglects the fact that her choice of allowing tracking

a�ects the equilibrium quantity of ads and, in turn, the utility consumers get from browsing content

online. If tracking reduces the provision of ads, both externalities are positive. Thus, there is

too little tracking in equilibrium. Interestingly, this conclusion holds even from the perspective

of consumers. On the other hand, if tracking increases the provision of ads, the externality on

consumers is negative. Therefore, whether there is too much or too little tracking is ambiguous.

Finally, we �nd that, compared to the second-best, advertising provision is excessive. The intuition

is that �rms neglect the disutility from ads su�ered by consumers.

Recently, regulators in several countries have proposed new rules that protect consumer privacy

by either reducing the costs of blocking tracking or forcing the advertising industry to adopt less

intrusive practices.6 These policies are designed to reduce consumers' disutility from privacy losses.

However, our �ndings suggest that they may have negative indirect consequences. In particular, as

we discuss in Section 6.1, if tracking reduces the provision of ads, restricting it might penalize both

the advertising industry and consumers. By contrast, if advertising levels increase with tracking,

6For example, the Federal Trade Commission proposed in 2012 a �do not track� mechanism, aimed at empowering
consumers to avoid online tracking (see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Do_Not_Track).
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reducing the cost of blocking bene�ts consumers, but reduces advertising surplus.

As an alternative to direct regulatory intervention, some scholars and regulators have considered

the adoption of market-based approaches to ensure an e�cient level of exploitation of personal data

(Acquisti et al., 2016). We provide some insights on the implications of these approaches, under

di�erent allocations of property rights (see Section 6.2). Speci�cally, we consider the case where

the ad network is entitled to track consumers, but it o�ers an opt-out option in exchange for a fee.

We also consider the symmetric case where the ad network has to pay the consumers who opt-in

to tracking. We �nd that, depending on how property rights are allocated, either consumers or

the advertising industry are better o� compared to the status-quo. However, in neither case the

distortions discussed above are fully corrected, due to the ad network's market power and to the

presence of other externality that consumers exert on each other.

To complete the analysis of the e�ects of ad networks on the online advertising market, in

Section 7 we compare the case where publishers outsource and that where they compete directly for

advertisers. Outsourcing can either restrict or expand the provision of ads, depending on two e�ects.

The �rst is due to cross-outlet tracking, as discussed above. Secondly, the ad network centralizes

the sale of ads. This implies that, whereas competing publishers can only extract the incremental

revenue that advertisers make on overlapping consumers, the ad network captures all of this revenue.

Hence, the ad network internalizes the e�ects of changes in the size and composition of audiences

on both publishers. Therefore, it takes into account that, when the provision of advertising on a

publisher increases, some multi-homers become single-homers on the other publisher. By contrast,

these single-homers are lost from the perspective of a publisher competing head-to-head with the

other. Due to these countervailing forces, the centralization of ad inventories may either restrict or

expand the provision of ads in equilibrium. Overall, the welfare implications are generally ambiguous.

Throughout most of the analysis, we consider privacy as a ��nal good� (Farrell, 2012), in the sense

that consumers care for it per se.7 However, in Section 8 we consider the case where tracking a�ects

the overall relevance of the ads a consumer is exposed to. This extension implies that consumers'

7Farrell (2012) argues that privacy is both a �nal good (�Consumers care about privacy in part for its own sake.
[...] Some consumers, and most consumers some of the time, don't care at all; others care a lot.�) and an intermediate
good (�Consumers also care about privacy in a more instrumental way. For instance, loss of privacy could identify
a consumer as having a high willingness to pay for something, which can lead to being charged higher prices if the
competitive and other conditions for price discrimination are present.�). See Lohr (2010) on the economic impact of
privacy concerns.
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privacy-related decisions are intertwined with their choice of publishers. Our main results are not

fundamentally a�ected.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a brief literature review.

In Section 3 we describe the baseline model. In Section 4 we study the case where publishers

can outsource their inventories to the ad network. Section 5 compares equilibrium and optimal

allocations. Section 6 discusses policy implications, including direct regulatory intervention and

market-based approaches. Section 7 considers the case where publishers compete directly. Section 8

brie�y studies privacy as an intermediate good. Section 9 concludes. Proofs and additional material

are in Appendix. Furthermore, an Online Appendix contains formal derivations of the results in

Section 8 and a microfoundation for the advertising market.

2 Literature

Our paper belongs to a recent literature that studies advertising in two-sided markets where con-

sumers multi-home. See, e.g., Anderson et al. (2016) and Ambrus et al. (2016).8 Following this

literature, we account for the fact that repeated ad impressions are partially wasteful, a particularly

prominent issue when platforms' users multi-home. However, we depart from previous papers by

modeling the ad network. Athey et al. (2016) consider the implications of publishers' inability to

track multi-homers, in a framework with heterogeneous advertisers and exogenous audience sizes.

They �nd that advertisers sort in equilibrium, as only those with the highest value of reaching con-

sumers multi-home. Although we ignore advertiser heterogeneity, we allow for endogenous audience

sizes. Furthermore, we link the ad network's tracking capability to consumer choices.

Previous literature has also studied the implications of data-driven technologies for online adver-

tising. However, the literature has focused primarily on targeting (see, e.g., Bergemann and Bonatti,

2011). In this paper, we concentrate instead on tracking of consumers across outlets. These tech-

nologies make advertising more e�ective, but in a di�erent way: the former improves the match

between ads and consumers, whereas the latter improves the reach of an advertising campaign. A

related literature studies targeting and advertising avoidance. Johnson (2013) shows that there may

be too little ad-avoidance from a social standpoint. The reason is that consumers ignore that block-

8Earlier papers include Anderson and Coate (2005) and Peitz and Valletti (2008), who propose models where
consumers single-home.
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ing ads discourages advertising, bene�ting other consumers who do not block. We instead focus on

the decision whether to allow tracking, that has di�erent welfare implications. Moreover, we model

platforms (publishers and the ad network) bringing together consumers and advertisers. Hann et

al. (2008) study consumer e�orts to conceal themselves and to de�ect marketing. They �nd that

consumer surplus is higher with de�ection, because it allows to discard solicitations rather than to

divert them toward other consumers. Aziz and Telang (2017) study how access to third-party infor-

mation a�ects competition between advertisers and the division of surplus. They �nd that access to

this information can increase competition among advertisers. Hence, advertisers may be worse o�

and consumers better o� when the former access third-party information.

Our paper also contributes to the growing literature on the economics of privacy (see Acquisti

et al., 2016, for an exhaustive survey). We are primarily interested in the link between consumer

incentives to protect their privacy and the provision of ads on competing publishers (Tucker, 2012).

In this sense, our approach is complementary to previous studies that focus on the incentives of

�rms to gather and exploit personal information (Bergemann and Bonatti, 2015, de Cornière and de

Nijs, 2016, Levin and Milgrom, 2010). Goldfarb and Tucker (2011) analyze how the introduction of

Privacy Directive (2002/58/EC) in the European Union, which restricted data collection for targeting

purposes, decreased the e�ectiveness of advertising. Campbell et al. (2015) study the e�ect of privacy

regulation on market structure, �nding that forced consent-gathering from consumers has negative

e�ects on smaller �rms.

A sizable literature studies privacy and price discrimination. Conitzer et al. (2012) study

a setting where �rms set personalized prices and consumers choose whether to stay anonymous.

Belle�amme and Vergote (2016) study a monopolist that tracks consumers to price discriminate

and allow consumers to acquire hiding technologies. Montes et al. (2015) study a similar case

in a duopoly setting. de Cornière and de Nijs (2016) a platform's incentives to reveal personal

information, accounting for the consequences on prices in the product market. Di�erently from

them, we study the e�ect of consumers' privacy choices on the advertising market.

Finally, our paper relates to the literature on common distributors in media markets. Kind et al.

(2016) consider a TV distributor to which channels can delegate the choice over viewer subscription

prices. George and Hogendorn (2012) study news aggregators. Di�erently from them, we consider

7



Figure 1: Illustration of the market structure.

an aggregator on the advertising side of the market. de Cornière and Taylor (2014) study a search

engine that directs consumers to two publishers. They allow one publisher to integrate (at various

degrees) with the search engine. We consider instead coordination of both publishers induced by

the ad network.

3 Model setup

We consider a market with two publishers, indexed by i = 1, 2, and an advertising network, denoted

by AN (see Figure 1 for an illustration). For the �rst part of the analysis, we focus on the scenario

where publishers outsource their inventories to the ad network (Section 4). Later on, we study the

case where the ad network is unavailable, thus publishers compete directly for advertisers (Section

7).

Publishers and the ad network. Publishers provide free content to consumers and sell their

attention to advertisers. We denote by qi, i = 1, 2 the advertising level on publisher i, i.e. the

quantity of impressions that the publisher exposes each consumer to.9 We sometimes also refer to qi

as publisher i's �advertising capacity�. We denote publisher i's pro�t as πi, whereas the ad network's

pro�t is denoted as πAN .

Publishers can either sell impressions directly or outsource this function to the ad network. When

a publisher outsources, the ad network sells the publisher's advertising inventory and retains the

ensuing revenues, in exchange for a fee. We characterize the contract between publishers and the ad

network in Section 4.2 and that with the advertisers in Section 4.2.

Whereas publishers are e�ective at monitoring the behavior of a consumer on their own website,

they have limited ability to do so when a consumer visits other websites (Athey et al., 2016). Instead,

9We implicitly assume that all consumers visit the same number of web-pages on a publisher, and the layout of each
page (including the quantity of ad space) does not vary with whom is browsing. Hence, the quantity of impressions
per consumer is invariant.
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by operating on multiple websites, ad networks are able to track consumers across outlets. As we

clarify below, this feature has an important e�ect on the revenues earned by selling ads.

Consumers. There is a unit mass of consumers, who visit either one, both or no publisher. A

consumer visits publisher i if and only if she receives a non-negative utility from doing so. We denote

by D12 the quantity of multi-homing consumers, Di the quantity of single-homers on publisher i,

and D0 the quantity of consumers visiting no publisher. Following Ambrus et al. (2016), we specify

demands as follows

D12 = Pr {u1 − δq1 ≥ 0, u2 − δq2 ≥ 0} ,

Di = Pr {ui − δqi ≥ 0, uj − δqj < 0} , i, j = 1, 2 and i 6= j,

D0 = 1−D1 −D2 −D12,

(1)

where ui is the reservation utility for content on publisher i. We assume that (u1, u2) ∼ g (u1, u2), a

bivariate joint distribution with smooth density. The term δqi captures the disutility generated by

ads when visiting publisher i, where δ is a positive parameter.10

The demand system in (1) has the following notable properties. When qi increases, publisher i

loses multi-homers, who become single-homers on j, i.e. ∂D12
∂qi

< 0 and
∂Dj
∂qi

> 0. Hence, the compo-

sition of j's audience changes with qi. However, j's total demand does not, because ∂(D12+Di)
∂qj

= 0.

As anticipated, �rms are able to track consumers, where tracking involves monitoring consumers'

browsing and collecting possibly sensitive information. Consequently, some consumers may perceive

tracking as an invasion of their privacy. To capture this aspect, we assume consumers have a

disutility θ from being tracked, which is distributed according to the c.d.f. F (.) on the interval[
0, θ
]
, with a density function f (.). For simplicity, we assume that θ is distributed independently

of consumers' preferences for content. To protect their privacy, consumers can take some actions

that block tracking, e.g. deleting third-party cookies and installing browser plug-ins that anonymize

one's browsing history. These actions come at a cost c > 0 for the individual. We denote by θ̃

the consumer who is indi�erent whether to allow tracking and by β the quantity of consumers that

allows it, that is β = F
(
θ̃
)
.11

10We assume that demands satisfy the necessary conditions for existence and uniqueness of an equilibrium with
interior solutions. See Vives (2000) and Ambrus et al. (2016) for a discussion of these conditions.

11We assume the decision to protect one's privacy is made independently of whether a consumer visits both, one
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Total consumer surplus is given by CSc −CSp, where CSc is the surplus from content and CSp

is the aggregate disutility from privacy losses, de�ned respectively as

CSc =
∫∞
δq1

∫ δq2
0 (u1 − δq1)h (u1, u2) du2du1 +

∫ δq1
0

∫∞
δq2

(u2 − δq2)h (u1, u2) du2du1

+
∫∞
δq1

∫∞
δq2

(u1 − δq1 + u2 − δq2)h (u1, u2) du2du1,
(2)

CSp =

∫ θ̃

0
θf (θ) dθ + (1− β) c. (3)

Advertisers. There is a unit mass of advertisers. We assume advertising is informative and,

following again Ambrus et al. (2016), we decompose the advertisers' expected revenue from informing

consumers in several components, each related to a subset of viewers. These revenues depend on the

probability that a consumer is informed about the advertiser's product on one or both publishers,

as well as on the return from informing a consumer. We assume this return is the same for all

advertisers and that advertisers capture the entire surplus generated when a consumer is informed

(see e.g., Anderson and Coate, 2005, and Crampes et al. 2009).

Consider the case where an advertiser buys mi impressions (per consumer) only from publisher

i. We denote by ri (mi) (resp. r̂i (mi)) the expected revenue the advertiser obtains from a single-

homing (resp. a multi-homing) consumer.12 Thus, a single-homing advertiser's total revenue is

ri (mi)Di + r̂i (mi)D12, i = 1, 2. (4)

To capture the fact that there are diminishing returns to advertising, we assume that ri and r̂i are

increasing and concave functions of mi.
13

or none of the publishers we model. This assumption captures the fact that many privacy-related choices (e.g.,
choosing a browser with di�erent privacy features, changing cookies settings or installing anti-tracking software) are
not made each time a consumer decides whether to visit a publisher, but rather on a �once-and-for-all� basis. Note
that this decision is also relevant for �zero-homers� because they may visit other websites (we implicitly assume that
θ is not large enough to induce a consumer to completely stop using the Internet). Relaxing these assumptions would
complicate the exposition without adding insights to our analysis. We consider some of the interactions between the
decision whether to allow tracking and the utility from browsing content in Section 8.

12The di�erence between the advertising revenues generated by sending ads to single- and multi-homers on a
publisher may stem, for instance, from the the fact that multi-homers split their attention between several publishers,
or from the di�erent amount of time they spend browsing content.

13Diminishing returns may arise because ads are more likely to reach already informed consumers as the size of an
advertising campaign increases. Furthermore, marginal impressions may fall on consumers that are less likely to be
interested in a product than infra-marginal ones. See, e.g., Bagwell (2007) and Renault (2015).
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Assume now the advertiser multi-homes, buying mi impressions on each publisher. Its total

revenue is

r1 (m1)D1 + r2 (m2)D2 + rσ12 (m1,m2, β)D12, σ = {nT, T} . (5)

The expected revenue from a single-homer is again ri (mi), because she is exposed only to impressions

on publisher i. The term rσ12 (m1,m2, β) is the expected revenue from a multi-homer, which is

increasing and concave in mi, i = 1, 2. We assume that the relation r̂i ≤ rσ12 ≤ r̂1 + r̂2 holds. We

assume that
∂2rσ12

∂mi∂mj
≤ 0, for i 6= j and i, j = 1, 2. This assumption captures the fact that ads

on di�erent publishers are imperfect substitutes, because a multi-homer may receive an impression

that she has already registered while visiting another outlet (Ambrus et al., 2016, de Cornière and

Taylor, 2014).

The revenue from a multi-homer rσ12 (m1,m2, β) is a�ected by cross-outlet tracking. Speci�cally,

the superscript h denotes whether tracking applies (σ = T ) or not (σ = nT ). In the former case,

rT12 depends on the quantity of consumers that allow tracking, i.e. β. This formulation is consistent

with the fact that the ad network can avoid wasteful impressions when it is able to follow consumers

across publishers: upon identifying a consumer already informed on a publisher (for instance, by

observing that she has already clicked on a given ad), the ad network can expose the consumer to

a di�erent message on the other publisher (e.g. an ad about a related product, possibly from the

same �rm). Hence, tracking improves the reach of an advertising campaign (for a given volume

of impressions).14 Formally, tracking has the following properties. First, it increases the expected

revenue from each multi-homer, i.e.
∂rT12
∂β > 0. Second, it increases the value of a marginal impression

on a multi-homer, i.e.
∂2rT12
∂mi∂β

> 0. Third, it reduces the loss in the value of a marginal impression

on a multi-homer on one publisher as the number of impressions on the other publisher increases,

i.e.
∂3rT12

∂mi∂mj∂β
> 0. That is, publishers become less substitutable for advertisers as tracking becomes

more pervasive. Overall, these assumptions imply the following relations: rT12 > rnT12 ,
∂rT12
∂mi

>
∂rnT12
∂mi

,

and
∂2rnT12
∂mi∂mj

<
∂2rT12

∂mi∂mj
≤ 0 for any (m1,m2).15

Note that our formulation captures the fact that the ability of the ad network to track consumers

14Tracking may also be useful for re-targeting purposes, i.e. proposing an ad containing a speci�c o�er on a certain
product to a consumer who has previously shown interest in the product. Another example where across outlet
tracking is useful is the case of ad campaigns that send messages in a sequence to tell a brand story (see, e.g.,
https://scontent-arn2-1.xx.fbcdn.net/t39.2365-6/10333119_1457635661160496_168768318_n.pdf).

15We provide a microfoundation for the advertising revenue functions in the Online Appendix.
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depends on whether they choose to protect their privacy. In reality, of course, this ability also depends

on the e�ectiveness of the ad network's technology. However, because we are primarily interested

in the link between consumer privacy-related decisions and the advertising market, we ignore this

aspect for the moment. We return to this point in Section 6.2.

Finally, observe that we assume revenues from single-homers are una�ected by cross-outlet track-

ing. In other words, the ad network can monitor the behavior of consumers within a given publisher

as e�ectively as the publisher itself. This assumption is due to the fact that, in reality, publishers

are quite e�ective at monitoring consumers on their own websites, but far inferior to the ad network

at monitoring consumers on other outlets (Athey et al., 2016). Also, note that, to focus on the role

of the ad network, we assume that internal tracking is not a�ected by consumers' privacy decisions.

This hypothesis is consistent with the observation that publishers typically use �rst-party cookies to

monitor consumer behavior (on multiple visits) within their own websites. Blocking these cookies

usually compromises the basic functionality of a website.16

Social welfare. We de�ne welfare as the sum of consumer surplus, advertising surplus and

publishers' and ad network's pro�ts. Because payments collected by the latter are transfers from

other players, they cancel out in the welfare formula, which boils down to

W = CSc − CSp +AS, (6)

where the last term is total advertising surplus:

AS ≡
∑
i

riDi + rσ12D12. (7)

Timing. The game proceeds as follows. In stage 1, AN o�ers a transfer to each publisher in

exchange for its advertising inventory. Publishers accept or refuse. At stage 2 publishers choose the

advertising capacity qi. Consumers choose whether to block tracking at the same stage. At stage

16Cookies are pieces of code placed on a device or browser while a consumer visits a website. Typically, cookies
store personalized user settings for that website, along with other information, and can be used to identify her during
later visits. First-party cookies are issued by the website the consumer is visiting, whereas third-party cookies are
generally issued by an ad network with the objective of monitoring the consumer across several websites. We assume
that publishers share with the ad network the information on consumers (stored in �rst-party cookies) that block
third-party tracking.
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3, consumers observe the advertising capacity (q1, q2) on each website and decide which to join, if

any. At stage 4, either the ad network or the publishers sell impressions to advertisers (depending

on whether ad inventories have been outsourced). The advertisers decide which contract to accept,

if any. Consumers then get exposed to ads and all payo�s are realized.

4 Solving the model

In this section, we illustrate the equilibrium of the model in the case where publishers outsource their

inventory to the ad network. Note that, because consumer demands (stage 3) are fully described by

(1), in the following we focus on the solution of the other stages of the game. We adopt Subgame-

Perfect Nash Equilibrium as the solution concept and solve the model by backward induction.

4.1 Stage 4

Advertisers buy impressions from either the ad network or the publishers, depending on the outcome

of the previous stages. Assume that none of the publishers outsourced to the ad network. Each

publisher then o�ers a menu of contracts to each advertiser, specifying an advertising quantity mi in

exchange for a payment pi. The choice of mi is characterized as follows. First, because advertising

revenues are increasing in mi (see (4) and (5)), the publisher �lls all the available advertising

capacity.17 Furthermore, due to diminishing returns, the publisher splits the available capacity

equally across all advertisers. Thus, in equilibrium each publisher o�ers the same contract to all

advertisers, such that mi = qi.

To see how the payment pi is determined, we need to evaluate the advertiser's payo� when

rejecting the o�er. If the advertiser places ads only on publisher j, its revenue is given by (4) net of

the payment pj . By contrast, if it also accepts publisher i's o�er, it gets (5) net of pi and pj (note

that σ = nT in this scenario, because the ad-network is not present on either publisher's website).

Hence, each publisher sets

pi = ri (qi)Di (qi, qj) +
(
rnT12 (q1, q2)− r̂j (qj)

)
D12 (q1, q2) , i, j = 1, 2 and i 6= j. (8)

17In the spirit of Kreps and Scheinkman (1983), we assume the publisher gets a large negative payo� when exceeding
the available capacity.
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Because all advertisers accept this contract, each publisher obtains a pro�t πi = pi. In words, this

payment equals the advertisers' incremental revenue from placing qi impressions per consumer on

publisher i. Publishers are therefore unable to extract the whole surplus generated by advertising

on their platform because there are non-exclusive consumers. Furthermore, the revenue generated

from multi-homers depends on how many impressions are placed on the other publisher.18

The outcome of the subgame that takes place when only publisher i outsources to AN is identical

to that described above. The only di�erence is that the ad network sells the available impressions qi

to advertisers. Note that because AN is not present on both publishers, it cannot track consumers

across outlets.

Consider now the subgame where both publishers outsourced to the ad network. The latter

o�ers a menu of contracts to each advertiser, specifying a pair (m1,m2) and a total payment pAN .

Following the same logic as above, the ad network �lls the available capacity on each publisher and

divides it equally across all advertisers. Hence, in equilibrium it o�ers a single contract, specifying

mi = qi, i = 1, 2. However, AN is able to extract the entire advertiser surplus, because it is the

unique gateway to the audience of both publishers.19 Thus, we have

pAN = AS = r1 (q1)D1 (q1, q2) + r2 (q2)D2 (q1, q2) + rT12 (q1, q2, β)D12 (q1, q2) . (9)

Observe that, because it is present on both outlets, AN can track consumers across them. Given

rT12 ≥ rnT12 , tracking raises the advertisers' willingness-to-pay by increasing the revenue they obtain

from multi-homers. As anticipated, the size of this e�ect depends on the ad network's tracking

capability, captured by β. Note also that, given that it captures all the advertising surplus, the ad

network internalizes the e�ects that impressions on a publisher produce on advertisers' willingness-

to-pay for impressions on the other. We summarize these �ndings as follows

18We provide further discussion of expression (8) in Section 6, where we compare the equilibrium where publishers
compete directly to that where they outsource to the ad network.

19The formulation of contracts between publishers, or the ad network, and advertisers follows Ambrus et al. (2016).
We adopt it to avoid inessential complications, although other formulations are possible that do not change the analysis
substantially. For instance, suppose each impression is sold separately via a second-price auction. Speci�cally, the
auction's object is an opportunity to impress a user on a publisher, given information on the number of impressions the
user will be exposed to on that publisher. In the case the ad network sells the impression, the auction also speci�es
the quantity of impressions on the other publisher. In equilibrium, each advertiser would bid the surplus gained
with the impression (conditional on the quantity of impressions acquired). As a result, the equilibrium allocation of
impressions would be the same as with our current formulation, i.e. such that mi = qi, i = 1, 2. Furthermore, the
revenue publishers collect from advertisers equals (8). Similarly, the revenue of the ad network equals (9).
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Lemma 1.

• When no publishers outsource their inventory to the ad network, publishers o�er a contract to

advertisers specifying an advertising quantity mi = qi and a payment pi described in (8). All

advertisers accept. The same outcome takes place when only one publisher outsources.

• When both publishers outsource, the ad network o�ers a contract to advertisers specifying

mi = qi, i = 1, 2 and a payment pAN as described in (9). All advertisers accept.

One remark is in order before proceeding. First, the comparison of (8) and (9) suggests that

outsourcing is Pareto-e�cient from the perspective of the ad network and the publishers, for two

reasons. First, the ad network centralizes the sale of ad impressions on di�erent publishers, implying

that the ad network is able to extract a larger share of the advertising surplus. Second, it is able to

track consumers across outlets, reducing the waste of impressions.

4.2 Stages 2 and 1

In this section, we describe the contracting stage between the ad network and the publishers, and how

the latter subsequently choose the respective advertising levels qi. Next, we describe the consumers'

decision whether to block tracking and, �nally, we characterize the SPNE of the game.

At stage 1, AN simultaneously makes a take-it-or-leave-it o�er to each publisher. In exchange for

the publisher's ad inventory (and the ensuing revenue), the contract speci�es a schedule of transfers

xi(qi) contingent on the advertising capacity qi that the publisher chooses in Stage 2. Furthermore,

the contract is contingent on the outcome of the negotiation with the other publisher. Speci�cally,

the contract with publisher i is void if the other publisher rejects the ad network's o�er, if any. This

feature captures in the simplest possible way the fact that the ad network can make an advantageous

o�er to each publisher, while still making a positive pro�t, only if it manages the publishers' joint

inventories. Indeed, as we have shown in Section 4.1, when a single publisher outsources, the ad

network cannot make more pro�t from advertising than the publisher itself.20

20The assumption of contracts being contingent on the outcome of the negotiation with other parties is rather
common in the literature on multi-agent relationships (Riley, 1979, and Bernheim and Whinston, 1985). By mak-
ing the contract contingent, we take into account that the ad network and the publisher may want to renegotiate
their contract when the other publisher does not outsource. Note also that our speci�cation is consistent with ev-
idence suggesting that ad networks try to in�uence the provision of advertising on the websites they serve (see,
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Each publisher accepts the ad network's o�er if the transfer is at least as large as its outside

option, which we denote by πoi . Given the contract we just speci�ed, π
o
i equals the revenue publishers

get when competing directly, without the ad network, as described in Lemma 1. Letting qCi denote

the advertising capacities in the equilibrium of this subgame, we have21

πoi = ri
(
qCi
)
Di

(
qCi , q

C
j

)
+
(
rnT12

(
qCi , q

C
j

)
− r̂j

(
qCj
))
D12

(
qCi , q

C
j

)
. (10)

It is fairly easy to see that both publishers outsource in equilibrium. The intuition is that, as

we argued at the end of the previous section, outsourcing is Pareto-e�cient from the perspective of

the publishers. Thus, the ad network can provide each of them with a transfer at least as large as

πoi , while making a positive pro�t.

Conditional on outsourcing to AN , in Stage 2 each publisher chooses qi maximizing xi(qi).

It follows that the ad network can implement the qi it desires by appropriately designing these

schedules. Let the capacities that maximize the ad network's pro�t when managing the inventories of

both publishers be q∗i (to be determined below). To ensure participation by the publisher, xi(q
∗
i ) ≥ πoi

must hold. Given that πAN = pAN −x1(q∗1)−x2(q∗2) when both publishers outsource, the constraint

is binding in equilibrium. Hence, we have xi(q
∗
i ) = πoi . Summarizing, AN 's pro�t is

πAN = pAN − πo1 − πo2. (11)

It remains to determine the equilibrium advertising levels (q∗1, q
∗
2). These quantities maximize

(11). Note from (10) that πoi is independent of the advertising capacities chosen on the equilibrium

path. Therefore, the quantities (q∗1, q
∗
2) maximize pAN . We have established that this revenue is

equal to the entire surplus generated by advertising, AS (see (9)). Therefore, using the property

that
∂Dj
∂qi

= −∂D12
∂qi

, the equilibrium capacities (q∗1, q
∗
2) satisfy the following �rst-order conditions:

∂pAN
∂qi

=
∂AS

∂qi
=

[
Di
∂ri
∂qi

+D12
∂rT12

∂qi

]
+

[
∂Di

∂qi
ri +

∂D12

∂qi

(
rT12 − rj

)]
= 0, i = 1, 2. (12)

e.g., https://support.google.com/adsense/answer/17958?ref_topic=3001714&rd=1). However, our results are ro-
bust to alternative formulations. For instance, we could assume that the transfer to the publishers is given by
xi(qi)qi (Di +D12), where xi(qi) a per-impression price contingent on qi. Alternatively, we could assume the ad
network and the publishers bargain directly over qi. Both formulations were considered in a previous version of this
paper, leading to identical results (details available from the authors).

21We characterize qCi in Section 7, where we study the case where publishers cannot outsource to the ad network.
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The equilibrium quantity q∗i is the result of the following trade-o�: increasing the provision of

advertising on one publisher generates more revenue from the infra-marginal consumers (�rst term

in square brackets), but reduces the quantity of consumers that visit that publisher (second term

in brackets). This expression also indicates that AN internalizes the impact of a change in the

advertising quantity of one outlet on the revenue generated by the other. In particular, the net

e�ect due to the loss of multi-homers is rT12 − rj , because those who stop browsing i's website

become single-homers on publisher j.

Finally, we consider the decision of consumers whether to block tracking. A consumer chooses

to block if the disutility from being tracked is bigger than the cost of blocking, that is, if θ > c.

Therefore, denoting by β∗ the share of consumers who at equilibrium allow tracking, we have

β∗ = F (c). (13)

Observe that this decision has an impact on the advertising market: by blocking tracking, a consumer

prevents the ad network from following her across publishers. Therefore, the tracking e�ectiveness

goes down, and so does AN 's revenue from multi-homers. We summarize our �ndings in the following

Lemma 2. The unique SPNE of the game is such that:

• both publishers outsource their inventories to the ad network. The advertising quantities (q∗1, q
∗
2)

maximize pAN de�ned in (9), which coincides with total advertising surplus, AS;

• the share of consumers that allow tracking is β∗, as de�ned in (13).

4.3 The e�ect of tracking on the provision of advertising

We now investigate the e�ect of the ad network's tracking capability on the advertising market.

Speci�cally, we investigate how a change in β a�ects the advertising quantities, qi. Determining this

e�ect is generally rather complex, because it depends on how changes in the quantity of impres-

sions on one publisher a�ect the marginal revenues generated on the other. Nevertheless, assuming

publishers are symmetric, it is possible to establish the following result:
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Proposition 1. Assume that publishers are symmetric. When they outsource to the ad network,

the provision of advertising on each publisher increases with the extent of tracking if and only if

D12
∂2rT12

∂qi∂β
+
∂D12

∂qi

∂rT12

∂β
> 0. (14)

Interestingly, the equilibrium advertising quantities q∗i do not necessarily increase with the ad

network's tracking ability. To understand this result, consider that tracking has two main e�ects.

On the one hand, it raises the revenue from infra-marginal multi-homers, because it reduces the

likelihood of repeated impressions (
∂2rT12
∂qi∂β

> 0). This e�ect implies, all else given, a stronger incentive

to expand the provision of ads. On the other hand, rT12 increases with tracking (
∂rT12
∂β > 0), because

less repetition raises the value of impressions on multi-homers. Hence, given ∂D12
∂qi

< 0, the cost

of losing the marginal multi-homers becomes more relevant with tracking. Intuitively, when the

second e�ect dominates, the ad network prefers a lower advertising quantity as its tracking ability

increases. Inspection of (14) suggests that this outcome is more likely when consumer preferences for

the publishers are negatively correlated. The reason is that, because consumers tend to visit either

one publisher or the other (but few visit both) one can expect D12 to be relatively small compared

to the absolute value of ∂D12
∂qi

. Multi-homers are a relatively small share of publishers' audiences but

a relatively large component of the change in demand triggered by an increase in the provision of

ads. On the other hand, when preferences for publishers are positively correlated, more consumers

tend to multi-home. In this scenario, (14) suggests that tracking should bring to higher advertising

quantities. Moreover, when the disutility from advertising δ is high, we can again expect D12 to

be relatively small compared to the absolute value of ∂D12
∂qi

, meaning that when consumers strongly

dislike ads the ad network may decrease the level of ads when the tracking e�ectiveness increases.

Proposition 1 also suggests that, all else given, the e�ect of tracking on the provision of ads

depends on its e�ect on the value of infra-marginal impressions on multi-homers
∂rT12
∂β relatively to

the value of marginal impressions
∂2rT12
∂qi∂β

. Firms advertising mainstream products typically want to

maximize the reach of their campaigns. In this case, we can expect that advertising revenue from

marginal multi-homers increases more in the tracking capability of the ad network than the revenue

from infra-marginal ones. The opposite may hold for advertisers that want to run ad campaigns on
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a speci�c group of consumers. Tracking may bring added value to these advertisers because of the

ability to control how the brand story is presented or to show to consumers di�erent products they

may be interested in.

To our knowledge, Proposition 1 identi�es a novel e�ect of data-driven technologies on the online

advertising market. This e�ect stems from the two-sided nature of digital publishers. Speci�cally,

the impact of across-outlet tracking depends on its e�ect on advertising returns on multi-homing

consumers and on how consumer demand for digital publishers changes with advertising quantities.

Previous papers have studied the e�ects of related technologies on the provision of ads. Athey and

Gans (2010) �nd that it is optimal for publishers to cut their supply of ad spaces when targeting

is introduced, because the publisher is more e�ective at reaching the intended recipient of the ad.

Johnson (2013) �nds that the level of advertising increases with the precision of targeting if the value

of the marginal ad is higher than the value of an ad on a random consumer. However, these results

are distinctive of targeting technologies. Our model focuses instead on the impact of tracking on the

e�ectiveness of ad campaigns that involve multiple publishers. Furthermore, previous papers do not

account for competition for consumers, because they either model consumer demands as exogenous

(Athey and Gans, 2010) or ignore publishers altogether (Johnson, 2013). Proposition 1 highlights

the importance of these factors in determining the e�ect of data-driven technology on the provision

of online advertising.

5 Advertising and tracking: �rst- and second-best

The objective of this section is to analyze how the equilibrium level of tracking and provision of

advertising deviate from the optimal ones. Intuition suggests that there are several externalities

related to tracking and advertising choices. First, consumers do not consider the e�ect of their

choice on the overall e�ectiveness of tracking, β. This oversight implies a direct externality on the

advertising industry, because tracking a�ects the value that advertisers get by reaching multi-homers.

Furthermore, there is an indirect externality on consumers because of the e�ect on advertising

quantities, which we identi�ed in Section 4.3. In addition, publishers (and the ad network) also exert

an externality when deciding on the provision of ads because they ignore the reduction in utility

that consumers sustain. The presence of these externalities suggests that, generally, the market
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equilibrium does not coincide with the welfare optimum. Hence, some regulation may be desirable.

To streamline the exposition, however, we postpone the discussion of the policy implications of our

�ndings to Section 6.1.

5.1 First-best

As a �rst step, we consider the �rst-best allocation, such that a welfare-maximizing regulator sets the

quantity of consumers allowing tracking, as well as the advertising quantities. This is a rather unre-

alistic setting, because regulators hardly intervene so extensively on the online advertising market.

Nevertheless, this scenario serves as a useful benchmark for the analysis that follows.

Using (6), we �nd that the �rst-best allocation, denoted
(
βFB, qFB1 , qFB2

)
, is such that the

following conditions are satis�ed:

∂W
∂β = −∂CSp

∂β + ∂AS
∂β = 0

∂W
∂qi

= ∂CSc
∂qi

+ ∂AS
∂qi

= 0, i = 1, 2.
(15)

The �rst expression suggests that the quantity of consumers that allows tracking has two e�ects

on welfare. The �rst is on consumers' disutility from privacy losses:
∂CSp
∂β = θ̃− c.22 Because θ̃ = c,

this di�erence is zero when evaluated in equilibrium. The second e�ect is on advertising surplus.

This e�ect is strictly positive, because, for any pair (q1, q2), tracking raises the e�ectiveness of ads

on multi-homers. Formally, starting from (7), we have
∂rT12
∂β D12 > 0. This e�ect is not internalized

by consumers, because they do not care for �rms' pro�ts. Hence, compared to the �rst-best, the

equilibrium has too little tracking: βFB > β∗.

The comparison between advertising quantities
(
qFB1 , qFB2

)
and (q∗1, q

∗
2) is not straightforward.

First, when deciding the advertising quantities, �rms do not consider the direct e�ect on consumer

surplus, i.e. ∂CSc
∂qi

< 0. However, the regulator does take it into account, which reduces the �rst-best

advertising quantities compared to the equilibrium ones. Nevertheless, because there is too little

tracking in equilibrium, the quantity of advertising might be smaller than the �rst-best one. The

reason is that, as Proposition 1 shows, the equilibrium quantity of ads increases with tracking under

certain conditions. Hence, the two e�ects may go in di�erent directions, making the comparison

22The derivative
∂CSp

∂β
is obtained by de�ning θ̃(β) ≡ F−1(β), which implies that θ̃′(β) = 1

f(θ̃)
. Using (3), we obtain

∂CSp

∂β
= θ̃ − c.
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ambiguous. We summarize in the following:

Proposition 2. Compared to the �rst-best, there is too little tracking in equilibrium. The compar-

ison with the equilibrium advertising quantity is ambiguous.

5.2 Second-best level of tracking

We now consider a second-best scenario where the regulator maximizes welfare with respect to β,

and the publishers are free to set the quantity of advertising. This is a more realistic setup than

the previous one, because typically regulators do not impose limits on the provision of advertising

in digital outlets, but they do intervene on privacy policy.

To �nd the second-best allocation, we maximize (6) with respect to β, denoting the solution

as βSB. The advertising quantities (q∗1, q
∗
2) are determined in equilibrium, as shown in Lemma 2.

Because the latter satisfy ∂AS
∂qi

= 0 for i = 1, 2 (see (12)), βSB is such that:

∂W

∂β
= −∂CSp

∂β
+
∂AS

∂β
+
∑
i=1,2

∂CSc
∂qi

∂q∗i
∂β

= 0. (16)

This expression indicates that there are three e�ects of tracking on welfare. The �rst is the direct

e�ect on consumers' net losses from privacy, CSp. As discussed above, this e�ect is zero at the

margin when evaluated in equilibrium, so
∂CSp
∂β = 0. The last two terms capture the e�ects of

tracking that work through the advertising market. First, we have an impact on advertiser surplus,

AS. As discussed above, this e�ect is positive (∂AS∂β > 0) because rT12 increases in β. Second, there is

an indirect e�ect on consumers, captured by the last term in (16). As the extent of tracking changes,

so does the equilibrium quantity of ads and, thus, the surplus that consumers get from browsing

content, CSc. Consumers ignore both of these e�ects when deciding whether to allow tracking.

Broadly speaking, while the �rst externality seems to be widely recognized by policymakers, the

second one has apparently received less attention in the policy debate.

Observe that, whereas the externality on advertisers is positive, the externality on consumers

can go either way. The sign depends on the e�ect of tracking on advertising quantities,
∂q∗i
∂β . As

we argued in Proposition 1, the sign of this derivative hinges on the impact of tracking on the

advertising revenue from marginal and inframarginal multi-homers. Because ∂CSc
∂qi

< 0, if
∂q∗i
∂β < 0
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consumers experience a lower disutility from advertising when browsing the publishers. By contrast,

if
∂q∗i
∂β > 0, consumers are exposed to more ads and thus get lower utility from content when β

increases. Summing up, the comparison among the second-best level of tracking and the equilibrium

one depends on how tracking changes the quantity of ads. If
∂q∗i
∂β < 0, the externality on consumers

is positive, like that on advertisers. Hence, there is too little tracking in equilibrium: βSB > β∗.

Otherwise, if
∂q∗i
∂β > 0, the comparison is ambiguous, because the externality on consumers is negative.

Proposition 3. Compared to the second-best optimum, there is too little tracking in equilibrium if

∂q∗i
∂β < 0, i = 1, 2; otherwise, the comparison is ambiguous.

Observe that, if the e�ect of tracking on advertising quantities is negative, there may be too

little tracking in equilibrium even if one disregards the pro�ts of the advertising industry. That is,

consumers themselves may be better o� with more tracking.

We note that Proposition 3 di�ers from the results in Johnson (2013), who studies ad-blocking.

He �nds that, from a second-best point of view, there is too little blocking of ads when �rms' pro�ts

from advertising are relatively small (see his Proposition 4). The reason is that blocking produces

a negative externality on advertisers, but a positive one on consumers (because it unambiguously

leads to lower provision of advertising). Hence, when �rm's pro�ts from advertising are small,

the second externality is more relevant. In our model, consumers who block tracking produce a

negative externality on advertisers as well. However, the externality on consumers may be positive

or negative, depending on the e�ect on advertising quantities.

5.3 Second-best level of advertising

To complete the analysis of the second-best, we now assume the regulator controls the level of

advertising, and consumers are free to choose whether to allow tracking. Formally, the regulator

maximizes welfare with respect to (q1, q2), anticipating that the share of consumers allowing tracking

is β∗ (see (13)). The second best advertising levels solve

∂W

∂qi
=
∂CSc
∂qi

+
∂AS

∂qi
= 0, i = 1, 2. (17)
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Evaluating this expression at the equilibrium quantities (q∗1, q
∗
2), we �nd that, because ∂AS

∂qi
= 0 and

∂CSc
∂qi

< 0 for i = 1, 2, the equilibrium level of advertising exceeds the second-best one. The intuition

is straightforward: publishers do not internalize the e�ect of ads on inframarginal consumers.

Proposition 4. Compared to the second-best optimum, there is too much advertising in equilibrium.

6 Policy implications

This section discusses the policy implications of our previous �ndings. We focus on two main themes.

First, we consider how the collection of consumers data for advertising purposes should be regulated,

for instance in terms of whether regulators should encourage or discourage consumers to protect their

own personal information. Secondly, we focus on the applicability of market-oriented solutions to

achieve an e�cient level of exploitation of consumer data.

6.1 Privacy regulation and consumer consent

The results in Section 5.2 have direct implications for the regulation of online privacy. The reason is

that, as anticipated, online publishers typically do not face any regulation on advertising quantities

(e.g., advertising caps), but a vibrant policy debate exists concerning how to regulate tracking and

empowering consumers to protect their personal information. For example, several regulators have

evaluated the possibility of reducing the cost of avoiding tracking (Tucker, 2014), e.g. by mandating

the inclusion of tools that facilitate the deletion of third-party cookies in Internet browsers.23 Our

analysis suggests that these measures are justi�ed only in certain circumstances. We have shown

that, when the level of advertising decreases with the extent of tracking, both advertiser surplus and

consumer surplus from content increase with tracking quantity (see Proposition 3). In this case, the

regulator should actually encourage tracking, even if it only cares for consumer surplus.

To formalize the discussion, we endogenize the cost of blocking tracking c. Assume that a

regulator chooses c to maximize total welfare. Therefore, the optimal c is such that (we remind the

23The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) recently considered a Do Not Track mechanism that would
persistently record on a consumer's device her choice not to be tracked (see https://www.ftc.gov/news-
events/media-resources/protecting-consumer-privacy/do-not-track). Also, several European Data Pro-
tection Authorities encourage the development of �do-not-track� tools allowing consumers to eas-
ily manage cookies (see http://ec.europa.eu/justice/data-protection/article-29/documentation/opinion-
recommendation/�les/2016/wp240_en.pdf).
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reader that
∂CSp
∂β = 0 at equilibrium)

∂W

∂c
=
∂β∗

∂c

∂AS
∂β

+
∑
i=1,2

∂CSc
∂qi

∂q∗i
∂β

+
∂CSp
∂c

= 0. (18)

Intuitively, the share of tracked consumers increases with the cost of blocking c, i.e. ∂β∗

∂c > 0.

The last term in expression (18) is negative, capturing the increased cost for those who block.

A su�cient condition for the �rst term to be positive is that
∂q∗i
∂β < 0. Hence, when advertising

quantities decrease with β, the regulator wants to set a higher c to encourage tracking. Again, this

conclusion applies also if the regulator only cares for consumer surplus.24

Our results also address the implications of opt-in and opt-out options for collecting consumer

consent regarding the use of personal data. Previous studies have shown that consumers have a

tendency to stick to default settings, even when these settings are suboptimal (Acquisti et al.,

2016). Hence, opt-out policies have the e�ect of increasing the perceived cost for consumers to block

tracking. Thus, a legitimate concern is that ad networks may take advantage of this tendency by

placing third-party cookies on consumers' browsers, without asking for their consent. Our results

suggest that, when promoting tracking is desirable, opt-out policies for collecting consent may ac-

tually increase welfare. On the other hand, when tracking is excessive, regulators should promote

the adoption of no-tracking as default settings and support the implementation of opt-in policies.25

6.2 Control rights on personal data and market-based solutions

As an alternative to direct regulatory intervention, some scholars have proposed market-based ap-

proaches relying on the �propertization� of personal information, starting from a clear assignment of

property rights, to tackle the issues associated with privacy protection (Samuleson, 2000, Schwartz,

2004). However, economic theory suggests that there are several issues impeding the formation of a

well-functioning market for personal data (Acquisti et al., 2016, Hermalin and Katz, 2006). These

24To encourage tracking in a way that minimizes consumers' privacy losses, a regulator may focus on decreasing
the disutility that users perceive when tracked, e.g. by discouraging the adoption of the most intrusive tracking
technologies, or fostering the provision of more transparent information to consumers. A related intervention could
be to limit the timespan during which �rms retain consumer data and requiring data to be anonymized and/or
aggregated. Chiou and Tucker (2014) provide evidence that changes in retention policy did not change the quality of
search engine results. Finally, the regulator may introduce a tax (or subsidy) on those who block (or allow) tracking.

25Similar policy implications can be drawn regarding hardware and software providers that are integrated in the
advertising industry (e.g., Google, Microsoft and Apple). Exploiting consumers' inertia, these providers may design
their products with tracking set as the default option.
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include the fact that information is dispersed among multiple players (including publishers and ad

networks), which increases transaction costs. Furthermore, consumers themselves are imperfectly

informed, preventing them from determining the value of their own data. In addition, there are

spillovers between the market for personal data and the advertising market.26 An extensive analysis

capturing all these issues is outside the scope of this paper. However, to provide some insights on

the desirability of markets for personal information, in this section we use the model to evaluate the

implications of letting consumers and the ad network trade the right (not) to be tracked in exchange

for a payment. Furthermore, we study the consequences of allocating the right to control tracking

to either side of the market.

To set the stage, we assume the ad network has full control on which consumers are tracked,

the latter being unable to opt-out. This rather extreme scenario is a useful benchmark, because it

allows to clearly characterize the ad network's incentives concerning the adoption of technologies

that improve tracking, given the e�ort that consumers make to block it.27 Formally, we consider the

case where publishers outsource their ad inventories, but assume that, at stage 2, the ad network

sets the extent of tracking, β. Building on the analysis in Section 4, the ad network maximizes pAN

with respect to qi, i = 1, 2, and β. Because ∂pAN
∂β = ∂AS

∂β = D12
∂rT12
∂β > 0 , the ad network tracks

as many consumers as possible. Hence, tracking is maximal in equilibrium: β = 1. Since the ad

network ignores the privacy losses of consumers, giving it full control over consumers' data leads to

an excessive amount of tracking, compared to both the �rst and second best outcomes.

Assume now the regulator still assigns the right to control tracking to the ad network, but

requires it to provide an opt-out option to consumers in exchange for a payment y. In this scenario,

a consumer allows tracking if and only if θ − c ≤ y. At stage 1, the ad network sets y to maximize

pAN + (1− β) y, because it collects this payment from the share (1− β) of consumers who block.

Therefore, in equilibrium we have (recall that pAN = AS)

y =
1− β
∂β
∂y

+
∂AS

∂β
, (19)

26Given these hurdles, implementing a solution based on the well-known theorem by Coase (1960) may be di�cult.
There may of course be also ethical and moral reasons for avoiding the creation of a uni�ed market for data. For
instance, the EU General Data Protection Regulation (2016/679) deliberately ignores transferable ownership rights
for personal data, on the basis that privacy is a human right that cannot be alienated.

27Some of the tracking technologies available to websites and ad networks are quite hard to avoid for consumers
(e.g. device �ngerprinting). See Hoofnagle et al. (2012) for a review.
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where all quantities are evaluated at the equilibrium ad quantities (q∗1, q
∗
2). The �rst term on the right

hand side of this expression is a monopoly mark-up (where ∂β
∂y > 0). The second term represents the

externality on advertisers that a consumer generates when blocking. The ad network internalizes it

because it captures the whole advertising surplus. However, expression (19) suggests that forcing

the ad network to set a price for opting out of tracking is not su�cient to implement the second

best optimum. Indeed, when we evaluate the derivative ∂W
∂β in (16) at equilibrium, we �nd28

∂W

∂β
= −1− β

∂β
∂y

+
∑
i=1,2

∂CSc
∂qi

∂q∗i
∂β

. (20)

The second best is generally not implemented, for two reasons. First, the ad network has market

power, so it incorporates a mark up in the opt-out price. Hence, it induces more consumers to

accept tracking than it would if it simply had them internalize the externality on advertising surplus.

Second, the ad network ignores the externality consumers impose on each other due to the change

in advertising quantities (see Section 5.2). In fact, welfare might even decrease with respect to the

equilibrium with no opt-out price: although advertising surplus is strictly higher (because more

consumers allow tracking), consumers su�er higher privacy losses.29

Next, we consider the symmetric scenario, where the regulator assigns full control rights to

consumers, but the ad network can pay an opt-in fee k to those who allow tracking. To start, we

assume the ad network does not know consumers' taste for privacy. Now, a consumer allows tracking

if and only if θ− c ≤ k. The ad network sets k to maximize AS−βk. Therefore, noting that ∂β
∂k > 0

and assuming that k ≥ 0, we have

k = max

[
∂AS

∂β
− β

∂β
∂k

; 0

]
, (21)

where ad quantities are evaluated at the equilibrium (q∗1, q
∗
2). Expression (21) shows that the price

the ad network is willing to pay to track a consumer is smaller than the external e�ect on advertising

surplus. The reason is that, while the ad network bene�ts from more tracking, it sustains a monetary

cost k per each consumer tracked. Intuitively, the condition in (21) indicates that, if the e�ect of

28The last equality follows from the fact that payments from consumers to the ad network cancel out in welfare and
that

∂CSp

∂β
= θ̃ − c+ y = 0 in equilibrium.

29Consumer net losses from privacy, −CSp−(1 − β) y, necessarily increase: some consumers sustain higher disutility,
while those who opt out have to pay an extra price to the ad network.
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tracking on advertising surplus is not large enough, the ad network is better o� not paying any fee.

Hence, the market for the right to track consumers does not deliver the (second-best) optimum. In

this scenario, when we evaluate ∂W
∂β at equilibrium, we �nd that (assuming k > 0)

∂W

∂β
=

β
∂β
∂k

+
∑
i=1,2

∂CSc
∂qi

∂q∗i
∂β

= 0. (22)

Because the �rst term on the right hand side is positive, too few consumers allow tracking. The

intuition is that the ad network cares for its monetary expenditure, on top of the externality on

advertising surplus. However, as long as as the opt-in fee is positive, advertising surplus is higher

than in the status-quo (because more consumers allow tracking). In addition, the net consumer loss

from privacy, −CSp + βk, is smaller, because those who allow tracking are more than compensated

by the fee. Hence, consumers are strictly better o� as long as the external e�ect on advertising

quantities is either negative, i.e. ∂qi
∂β < 0, or positive but relatively small.

As a �nal remark, note that we assumed that the ad network cannot observe consumers' disutility

from privacy losses, θ. Although this information may be inferred from user behavior, introducing

this aspect in the model would not fundamentally change the results To see this, consider an hy-

pothetical scenario where θ is observable and the ad network can set personalized prices to those

who allow tracking. Although the ad network would induce more consumers to allow tracking than

in the scenario considered above (because it can pay less to the inframarginal ones), the optimum

would still not be reached because the ad network ignores the externality on consumers.

7 The ad network's impact on the advertising market

To further develop our understanding of the in�uence of ad networks on the online advertising

market, now we consider the case where AN is inactive. Hence, publishers compete directly not

only for consumers, but also for advertisers. We then compare the equilibrium in this scenario with

that characterized in Section 4, whereby the ad network manages both publishers' inventories.
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7.1 The equilibrium when publishers compete directly

As a �rst step, we characterize the SPNE when publishers compete directly. The sequence of events

is the same as in the baseline model, except that Stage 1 is void. Note also that, because there is no

cross-outlet tracking by assumption (given the absence of the ad network), the consumers' blocking

decision at Stage 2 is irrelevant.

Recall that, as we found in Section 4.1, publishers o�er a single contract to advertisers, speci-

fying the payment pCi = ri (qi)Di (qi, qj) +
(
rnT12 (q1, q2)− r̂j (qj)

)
D12 (q1, q2) (described in (8)), in

exchange for the advertising quantity mi = qi. In equilibrium, all advertisers accept and, there-

fore, each publisher earns πCi = pCi . Observe from (8) that multi-homers create an interdependence

between the advertising revenues of the two publishers: the higher the revenue from reaching a

multi-homer only on publisher j, the less advertisers are willing to pay for impressions on i.

Consider now the choice of advertising capacities qi, which maximize πCi . Using (8), the system

of �rst-order conditions is

∂πCi
∂qi

=

[
∂ri
∂qi

Di +
∂rnT12

∂qi
D12

]
+

[
ri
∂Di

∂qi
+
(
rnT12 − r̂j

) ∂D12

∂qi

]
= 0, i, j = 1, 2, i 6= j. (23)

As qi increases, the marginal revenue from infra-marginal consumers goes up (the �rst term in

brackets of (23) is positive), but consumer demand for the publisher goes down (the second term

in brackets is negative). The pro�t-maximizing qi optimizes the trade-o� between these two e�ects.

Observe that losing a multi-homer entails a loss to publisher i equal to the incremental value rnT12 − r̂j

that an advertiser gets from reaching such a consumer, given it already buys qj impressions (per

consumer) from the other publisher. We summarize these results in the following

Lemma 2. When publishers compete without the ad network, the SPNE is such that publisher

i = 1, 2 o�ers a single contract to all advertisers, whereby mi = qi and pCi is given by (8). Thus,

the publisher's pro�t is πCi = pCi . Advertising capacities
(
qC1 , q

C
2

)
satisfy (23).

7.2 Comparison: direct competition vs. ad network

We are now in a position to compare the equilibria where the ad network is active and where it is

not. For the sake of exposition, we perform this comparison in steps. To begin, we assume AN is
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unable to track consumers across outlets (i.e., β = 0). This assumption allows us to focus squarely

on one of the functions of the ad network, namely that of centralizing the sale of ads on multiple

outlets. By comparing (23) and (12) when β = 0, we obtain

Lemma 3. If the ad network is unable to track consumers, the equilibrium provision of ads exceeds

that in the case where publishers compete directly if and only if

ri (qi) > r̂i (qi) , i = 1, 2, (24)

where all functions are evaluated in
(
qC1 , q

C
2

)
.

The result in Lemma 3 suggests that, in the absence of tracking, the incentives of the ad network

when choosing the provision of ads di�er from those of the publishers only due to the e�ect on the

revenues from marginal multi-homers. As qi increases, some multi-homers become single-homers on

j. Because the ad network sells impressions on both publishers, this switch produces a net loss equal

to rnT12 − rj (see (12)). By contrast, when publishers compete head-to-head, this switch imposes on

publisher i a loss equal to the incremental value of a multi-homer, that is, rnT12 − r̂j (see (23)). If the

former loss is smaller, i.e. if rj > r̂j , the ad network perceives a larger opportunity cost of increasing

the advertising quantity than each publisher does. Consequently, it supplies more ads than when

publishers compete directly. In the following, we refer to this e�ect on the equilibrium advertising

levels as the �joint control� e�ect.

It is useful to note that, because the ad network centralizes the sale of the ads, outsourcing

generates similar e�ects as a merger of the two publishers. Because the ad network is able to extract

the whole advertising surplus, its incentives when deciding on the advertising quantities are the same

as those of a monopolist that owns both outlets jointly.30

Let us now turn to the e�ect of cross-outlet tracking. To isolate this e�ect, we make use of (12)

and compare the case where the ad network is able to track consumers (β > 0) to that where it is

not (β = 0). Let (q̄∗1, q̄
∗
2) be the advertising quantities that satisfy (12) with β = 0. We get:

30Indeed, Lemma 3 is identical to Proposition 2 in Ambrus et al. (2016), who analyze the e�ects of a merger of
media outlets on the advertising market.
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Lemma 4. The provision of ads when the ad network is able to track consumers exceeds that when

it is unable to do so if and only if

D12

(
∂rT12

∂qi
− ∂rnT12

∂qi

)
> −∂D12

∂qi

(
rT12 − rnT12

)
, i = 1, 2, (25)

where all functions are evaluated in (q̄∗1, q̄
∗
2).

As we have seen in Section 4.3, tracking has two countervailing e�ects: the revenue from addi-

tional ads on infra-marginal multi-homers increases (left hand side of (25)), but so does the opportu-

nity cost of losing multi-homers (right hand side of (25)). In line with Proposition 1, the equilibrium

advertising levels decrease with tracking if and only if the second e�ect dominates. In the following,

we refer to the e�ect captured by (25) as the �tracking e�ect�.

Of course, the fully-�edged comparison between the equilibria with and without AN depends on

both the joint control and the tracking e�ects. Using (12) and (23), we get:

Proposition 5. The provision of ads when publishers outsource to the ad network exceeds that in

the case where publishers compete directly if and only if

D12

(
∂rT12

∂qi
− ∂rnT12

∂qi

)
> −∂D12

∂qi

(
rT12 − rnT12 + r̂j − rj

)
, i, j = 1, 2, i 6= j, (26)

where all functions are evaluated in
(
qC1 , q

C
2

)
.

Inequality (26) puts together the two e�ects identi�ed previously. The left hand-side captures

the extra revenue from infra-marginal multi-homers that comes from tracking. The right hand side

captures the di�erence in forgone revenues from marginal multi-homers, which are due to both

tracking, i.e. rT12 − rnT12 , and joint control, i.e. r̂j − rj .

In sum, Proposition 5 indicates that the advertising network a�ects the provision of advertising

through its superior ability to track consumers across outlets and through its centralizing role.

Because these e�ects may go in di�erent directions, it is di�cult to generally establish whether the

provision of advertising increases with the ad network. Nevertheless, our framework identi�es the

conditions under which it increases or decreases. For instance, if the quantity of multi-homers is

relatively large, and tracking strongly reduces the waste of marginal impressions, we can expect
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the ad network to bring to an expansion in the volume of ads. By contrast, when the quantity of

multi-homers is relatively small, we expect the ad network to have a restrictive e�ect.

7.3 Welfare analysis

To conclude this section, we compare welfare with outsourcing and when publishers compete for

advertisers. When deciding the level of advertising, the ad network maximizes total advertiser

surplus. However, neither the ad network nor the publishers take consumer surplus into account.

Hence, compared to the second-best, advertising is overprovided when it is outsourced to the ad

network, whereas it may be over- or under-provided when publishers compete head-to-head. As

indicated by Proposition 5, publishers may set advertising levels higher or lower than the ad network

does. Hence, the e�ect of the ad network on consumer surplus from content, CSc, is positive when

q∗i < qCi . Nonetheless, one may argue that the disutility from privacy losses CSp increases when

advertising is outsourced to the ad network, because tracking by the ad network may be perceived

by consumers as more invasive than that by publishers. Thus, even if q∗i < qCi , consumer surplus

and social welfare may decrease when advertising is outsourced. Summing up, the desirability of the

ad network is generally ambiguous.

8 Privacy as an intermediate good

We have so far assumed that consumers care about privacy for its own sake, in the sense that

tracking has no implications for the utility they obtain from browsing content. Thus, we modeled

privacy as a ��nal good� (Farrell, 2012). In reality, the (dis)utility from ads may depend on whether

consumers allow tracking, for example, because the ad network may cap the frequency of impressions

on multi-homers more e�ectively with tracking. Hence, although consumers may care about privacy

for its own sake (this is what the parameter θ captures), they may be more willing to accept tracking

if it improves their online experience overall. To capture these aspects, we now extend the model to

consider privacy as an �intermediate good�. Speci�cally, we assume the disutility from advertising

depends on tracking: when a multi-homer allows tracking, her disutility from ads is reduced by

a quantity z per impression.31 To avoid repetition, in this section we discuss informally how this

31In a broader interpretation, z could also capture the fact that tracking brings more relevant ads to the consumer.
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change a�ects our main results. We relegate the formal analysis to the Online Appendix.

A �rst consequence of letting tracking a�ect the disutility from ads is that consumer privacy and

content choices are intertwined. In particular, consumers with a lower disutility from tracking are

more likely to multi-home, because tracking reduces the disutility from advertising and, with it, the

marginal cost of visiting a publisher. Hence, for given reservation utilities u1 and u2, an individual

allowing tracking is more likely to visit both publishers. In turn, the choice whether to allow tracking

also depends on whether a consumer multi-homes. Speci�cally, a consumer always (resp., never)

allows tracking when θ is small (resp., large) enough. However, there exists a set of intermediate

values of θ such that a consumer allows tracking only if she visits both publishers. The intuition

is that the consumer bene�ts from the e�ect of tracking on the disutility from advertising only

when multi-homing. Finally, we �nd that the quantity of consumers that allows tracking increases

with the provision of advertising. The reason is that tracking becomes relatively more bene�cial to

consumers when the quantity of ads increases.

Given these complications, it is not surprising that the consumer demand system becomes quite

involved. For illustrative purposes, we here represent it (see Figure 2) for a speci�c distribution of

preferences, with horizontally di�erentiated publishers located at the extremes of the Hotelling line.

Assume that u1 = u − tx and u2 = u − t (1− x), with x ∼ U [0, 1], u > 0 and t > 0. Assume also

that θ ∼ U
[
0, θ̄
]
.32

Despite the increased complexity, our main �ndings do not qualitatively change. The reason is

that, although the derivatives of D1, D2 and D12 with respect to q1 and q2 di�er with respect to

the baseline model, the formulas of the �rst-order conditions (12) and (23), from which we derived

the e�ects of tracking on advertising quantities, do not change. Therefore, Proposition 1 still holds.

Furthermore, the comparison of ad quantities with the case where publishers compete directly is as

in Proposition 5. Finally, the e�ects of changes in β on welfare also have the same structure as in

expressions (15) and (17). Thus, Propositions 2 and 4 are qualitatively con�rmed.

32We assume parameter values are such that the market is covered.
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Figure 2: Representation of demands in the Hotelling case. In this scenario, we have x̄B = 1 − (u − δq2)/t,

¯̄xB = (u − δq1)/t, x̄NB = 1 − (u − δq2 − z(q1 + q2))/t and ¯̄xB = (u − δq1 − z(q1 + q2))/t . The subscript B (NB)

stands for �block� (�not block�).

9 Concluding remarks

We have studied the link between consumer privacy choices, tracking and the advertising market.

We have found that the provision of advertising may decrease with the tracking e�ectiveness, iden-

tifying a testable condition for this to occur. We have also identi�ed several externalities linked to

consumers' decisions to protect their privacy. In particular, we have shown that there is a direct

negative externality on the advertising industry, because allowing tracking makes advertising more

e�ective. There is also an indirect externality on consumers, because tracking a�ects the quantity

of ads consumers are exposed to. The latter externality may be positive or negative, depending on

the e�ect of tracking on the provision of advertising. Assuming consumers dislike advertising, this

result implies that tracking may be too low in equilibrium, even if the regulator's objective is to

maximize consumer surplus. We have explored several possible policy interventions to restore e�-

ciency, including opt-in and opt-out regulation and the assignment of property rights on consumer

personal data.

We also have investigated how an ad network a�ects the online advertising market, focusing

on its role in centralizing the sale of ad inventories from several competing outlets and its ability

to track multi-homing consumers across them. We have identi�ed several testable conditions that

characterize the ad network's e�ect on advertising quantities, relating to the quantity of multi-
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homing consumers, to how tracking increases the revenue generated from multi-homers and to the

elasticity of consumer demands with respect to advertising quantities. Finally, we have considered

the case where privacy is an intermediate good, con�rming the qualitative results of the main model.

Our model is based on several assumptions that one may relax in future work. First, one could

introduce consumer heterogeneity in product preferences and targeting of advertisements by the

digital outlets. Second, one might consider competition among large and small publishers, which

provide high and low values ad spaces, in order to understand which type of publishers chooses to

outsource ad spaces and which inventories are outsourced.
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A Proofs of propositions and lemmas

A.1 Proof of Lemma 1

We begin by proving that the ad network o�ers a single contract. Assume the ad network o�ers two

contracts, C1
i ≡

(
p1
AN ,m

1
i ,m

1
j

)
and C2

i ≡
(
p2
AN ,m

2
i ,m

2
j

)
, and that some advertisers accept C1

i ,

while others accept C2
i . If p

1
AN < p2

AN , then the ad network is better o� o�ering to all advertisers

contract C2
i . Because advertisers have identical revenue functions, if contract C2

i is such that one

advertiser accepts it, then all advertisers accept it. Due to diminishing returns from advertising,

the ad network spreads publishers' advertising levels equally across advertisers. We now show that

the equilibrium contract is such that mi = qi. First, by assumption qi represents the capacity

constraint per consumer of publisher i, hence it cannot be mi > qi. Moreover, it cannot be that

mi < qi because ri (mi) and rσ12 (mi,mj) are increasing in mi. Hence, the ad network can always

increase its revenue by o�ering more ads for pAN + ε, with ε > 0, up to mi = qi. Finally, the price

pAN is equal to the di�erence between the revenues of the advertiser when it accepts the contract,

ri (qi)Di (qi, qj) + rj (qj)Dj (qi, qj) + rσ12 (q1, q2, β)D12 (q1, q2), and its outside option, which is equal

to zero because AN manages ad inventory of both publishers. Hence, we get (9).

Following the previous proof, one can prove that each publisher o�ers one contract to all adver-

tisers, such that mi = qi. pi is equal to the di�erence between the revenues of the advertiser when

it advertises on both publishers, ri (qi)Di (qi, qj) + rj (qj)Dj (qi, qj) + rσ12 (q1, q2)D12 (q1, q2), and its

outside option, that is, the revenues of the advertiser if it acquires only ad spaces on publisher j

rj (qj)Dj (qi, qj) + r̂j (qj)D12 (q1, q2). As a result, we get (8). p

A.2 Proof of Proposition 1

We denote by FODi the �rst order derivatives of the maximization problem of pAN with respect to

qi. By the Implicit Function Theorem, we have that:

∂qi
∂β

=

∂FODi
∂β

∂FODj
∂qj

− ∂FODj
∂β

∂FODi
∂qj

∂FODi
∂qj

∂FODj
∂qi

− ∂FODi
∂qi

∂FODj
∂qj

. (27)

The denominator is always negative, because ∂FODi
∂qj

∂FODj
∂qi

− ∂FODi
∂qi

∂FODj
∂qj

> 0 by the second order

conditions (SOC) of the problem. To simplify, we assume symmetry, implying that the numerator
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can be rewritten as ∂FODi
∂β

(
∂FODj
∂qj

− ∂FODi
∂qj

)
. Again, by the SOC, we have

∂FODj
∂qj

− ∂FODi
∂qj

< 0.

This implies that if ∂FODi∂β = D12
∂2rT12
∂qi∂β

+ ∂D12
∂qi

∂rT12
∂β > 0, then ∂qi

∂β > 0. p

A.3 Proof of Lemma 3

Let
(
qC1 , q

C
2

)
and (q̄∗1, q̄

∗
2) be the couples of quantities that satisfy, respectively,

∂πCi
∂qi

= 0 and ∂pAN
∂qi

= 0,

with β = 0, for i = 1, 2. Pro�t functions are strictly concave with respect to qi, i = 1, 2. By concavity,

it can be shown that these couples are unique. We compute (12) in
(
qC1 , q

C
2

)
and with β = 0. Using

(23), we can rewrite this expression as

∂pAN
∂qi

=
∂D12 (q1, q2)

∂qi
r̂j (qj) +

∂Dj (q1, q2)

∂qi
rj (qj) , i = 1, 2. (28)

where all functions are evaluated in
(
qC1 , q

C
2

)
. Using the fact that −∂D12(q1,q2)

∂qi
=

∂Dj(q1,q2)
∂qi

, then (28)

can be rewritten as ∂D12(q1,q2)
∂qi

[r̂j (qj)− rj (qj)]. By concavity, if ∂pAN∂qi
computed in β = 0 is strictly

positive when evaluated in
(
qC1 , q

C
2

)
, then (q̄∗1, q̄

∗
2) must be such that qANTi > qCi , i = 1, 2. Therefore

q̄∗i > qCi if and only if r̂j (qj) < rj (qj) . p

A.4 Proof of Lemma 4

Let (q̄∗1, q̄
∗
2) and (q∗1, q

∗
2) be the couples of quantities that satisfy, respectively, ∂pAN∂qi

= 0 computed

in β = 0, and ∂pAN
∂qi

= 0 computed in β > 0. By concavity, it can be shown that these couples are

unique. Evaluating (12) in
(
qANT1 , qANT2

)
, and using the fact that

∂Di

∂qi
ri +Di

∂ri
∂qi

+
∂Dj

∂qj
rj

∣∣∣∣
qi=q̄∗1 ,q2=q̄∗2

= −D12
∂rnT12

∂qi
− ∂D12

∂qi
rnT12

∣∣∣∣
qi=q̄∗1 ,q2=q̄∗2

we have, for i = 1, 2:

∂pAN
∂qi

= D12 (q1, q2)

[
∂rT12 (q1, q2, β)

∂qi
− ∂rnT12 (q1, q2)

∂qi

]∣∣∣∣
qi=q̄∗1 ,q2=q̄∗2

+
∂D12 (q1, q2)

∂qi

[
rT12 (q1, q2, β)− rnT12 (q1, q2)

]
‖qi=q̄∗1 ,q2=q̄∗2

By concavity, if ∂pAN∂qi
is strictly positive when evaluated in (q̄∗1, q̄

∗
2), then (q∗1, q

∗
2) must be such that

q∗i > q̄∗i , i = 1, 2. p
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A.5 Proof of Proposition 5

Consider the FOD (12). Let
(
qC1 , q

C
2

)
and (q∗1, q

∗
2) be the couples of quantities that satisfy, respec-

tively,
∂πCi
∂qi

= 0 and ∂pAN
∂qi

= 0, i = 1, 2. By assumption, pro�t functions are strictly concave with

respect to qi, i = 1, 2. Hence, it can be shown that these couples are unique. Evaluating (12) in(
qC1 , q

C
2

)
and using (23), we have, for i = 1, 2,

D12 (q1, q2)
[
∂rT12(q1,q2,β)

∂qi
− ∂rnT12 (q1,q2)

∂qi

]
+

+ ∂D12(q1,q2)
∂qi

[
rT12 (q1, q2)− rnT12 (q1, q2) + r̂j (qj)

]
+

∂Dj(q1,q2)
∂qi

rj (qj)
∣∣∣
qi=qC1 ,q2=qC2

(29)

By concavity, if ∂pAN
∂qi

> 0 when evaluated in
(
qC1 , q

C
2

)
, then (q∗1, q

∗
2) is such that q∗i > qCi , i = 1, 2.

Using the equality −∂D12(q1,q2)
∂qi

=
∂Dj(q1,q2)

∂qi
, we �nd that q∗i > qCi if and only if

D12

[
∂rT12

∂qi
− ∂rnT12

∂qi

]
+
∂D12

∂qi

[
rT12 − rnT12 + r̂j − rj

]∣∣∣∣
qi=qC1 ,q2=qC2

> 0.p

B Online Appendix

B.1 Microfoundation for the advertising revenues

We provide a micro-foundation for the advertising technology presented in the text. Assume there

are N ≥ 1 advertisers, indexed by a ∈ {1, .., N}. Each advertiser has two messages to send. We

normalize the return produced by the �rst message (e.g., an ad about a mainstream product) when

informing a consumer to one, whereas the second message's return is y < 1 (e.g., an ad about

a niche product). We assume each consumer has a probability xai of registering an ad by a on

publisher i = 1, 2, where xai ∼ U [0, 1], ∀ i, a, and xai is i.i.d. for all consumers, advertisers, and

publishers. In this framework, advertising is behavioral and contextual: xai is determined by the

consumer's behavior on website i. For example, a consumer is more likely to register a political

ad when visiting a politics-related webpage, and an ad on sporting goods when visiting a sports

webpage. For simplicity, we assume that the behavior of a consumer on a website is independent of

her behavior on the other website. Furthermore, xai is orthogonal to the consumers' preferences for

content u1 and u2, as well to the preference for privacy θ. For simplicity, we also assume that each
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advertiser wants no more than one impression on a consumer on a given publisher.33 The publisher

can meet this requirement because it is able to perfectly track the quantity of impressions on a

consumer on its own website (i.e., perfect internal tracking). These assumptions imply that there

are no repeated impressions of the same ad on a publisher.34 In this setting the total capacity of

the publishers is qi (Di +D12), and the mass of advertisers has to be smaller than the mass of the

consumers.

Publisher Competition. Suppose advertiser a buys ma
i impressions on publisher i. Intuitively,

the publisher places these impressions on the consumers with the largest xai , maximizing the cam-

paign's reach (i.e., the expected quantity of consumers who become informed about a product), but

does not send more than one impression per advertiser on a consumer. Let x̄ai denote the value of x
a
i

such that all consumers with higher xai receive an impression on i from advertiser a. The following

holds

ma
i = (1− x̄ai ) (Di +D12)⇒ x̄ai = 1− ma

i

Di +D12
. (30)

Intuitively, the more impressions an advertiser buys, the higher is the share of consumers that are

impressed on a given publisher. However, the probability the impression is registered by the marginal

consumer decreases with ma
i .

Assume that advertiser a single-homes on publisher i. Because only consumers such that xai ≥ x̄ai

receive an impression, a's total return is

Rai = Diαi

∫ 1

x̄ai

xdx+D12γi

∫ 1

x̄ai

xdx, (31)

where αi (respectively, γi) is the probability that a single-homing (multi-homing) consumer watches

advertisements on publisher i (which may depend on the time a consumer spends on the publisher).

Thus, the integral αi
∫ 1
x̄ai
xdx (resp. γi

∫ 1
x̄ai
xdx) is the expected probability that a single-homing (resp.

multi-homing) consumer registers an ad by a, that is the expected share of single- (multi)-homers

33Consumers might lose interest in ads from the same advertiser on the same publisher, or even be annoyed by
them.

34In the main text we consider a more general model, where an advertiser may want more than one impression on
the same publisher.
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that are informed on publisher i. Using (30), we can write these shares as

αi

∫ 1

x̄ai

xdx = αi

(
1

2
−

(x̄ai )
2

2

)
= αi

(
ma
i

Di +D12
− 1

2

(
ma
i

Di +D12

)2
)
,

γi

∫ 1

x̄ai

xdx = γi

(
ma
i

Di +D12
− 1

2

(
ma
i

Di +D12

)2
)
.

These functions are increasing and concave in
mai

Di+D12
(and, hence, in ma

i ). Observe that, under our

assumptions, if the advertiser single-homes it only sends impressions of the �rst message (with value

one).

Consider now an advertiser that multi-homes. We assume that the advertiser prefers to send the

same type of message on both publishers.35 Given this assumption, we have

RaMH = D1α1

∫ 1
x̄a1
xdx+D2α2

∫ 1
x̄a2
xdx+

+D12

(
γ1

∫ 1
x̄a1
xdx+ γ2

∫ 1
x̄a2
xdx− γ2

∫ 1
x̄a2
xdxγ1

∫ 1
x̄a1
xdx

)
,

(32)

where the last term is the expected share of multi-homing consumers informed about a's �rst mes-

sage. This is equal to the probability that the consumer is informed while on publisher i = 1, 2,

minus the probability that she is informed on both. The latter is equal to γ2

∫ 1
x̄a2
xdxγ1

∫ 1
x̄a1
xdx

because xa2 and xa1 are i.i.d..36 Following the same steps as above, we have

RaMH = D1α1M
a
1 +D2α2M

a
2 +D12 (γ1M

a
1 (1− γ2M

a
2 )) +D12γ2M

a
2 .

where we have denoted Ma
i ≡

mai
Di+D12

− 1
2

(
mai

Di+D12

)2
to save notation. The expression for RaMH

tells us that the revenue of an advertiser that multi-homes is increasing and concave in
ma1

D1+D12
and

ma2
D2+D12

(and, hence, in ma
1 and ma

2). De�ning ri

(
mai

Di+D12

)
≡ αiM

a
i and r̂i

(
mai

Di+D12

)
≡ γiM

a
i , we

can rewrite

Rai = Diri

(
ma
i

Di +D12

)
+D12r̂i

(
ma
i

Di +D12

)
35A su�cient condition for this assumption to be satis�ed is that y is not too large. Speci�cally, the loss from not

informing a consumer with the �rst message is bigger than the gain from sending a di�erent message to a multi-homer
that is already informed by the �rst message.

36To avoid repetition, the publisher may decide to target a group of consumers with lower probability xai . However,
given the i.i.d. assumption, the share of consumers on i that is already informed on publisher j is the same regardless
of the set of consumers on i that is chosen.
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and

RaMH = D1r1

(
ma1

D1+D12

)
+D2r2

(
ma2

D2+D12

)
+

+D12

(
r̂1

(
ma1

D1+D12

)(
1− r̂2

(
ma2

D2+D12

))
+ r̂2

(
ma2

D2+D12

))
.

Because of diminishing advertising returns, it is optimal for both publishers to allocate the same

number of impressions to each advertiser. Thus, ma
i = (Di+D12)qi

N , where qi represents the advertising

capacity of publisher i. Hence, we can rewrite ri
( qi
N

)
and r̂i

( qi
N

)
. Each publisher extracts from each

advertiser the incremental value of placing ma
i = (Di+D12)qi

N impressions on its platform, that is

RaMH−Rai =

∑
i=1,2

Diri

( qi
N

)
+D12

(
r̂1

(q1

N

)(
1− r̂2

(q2

N

))
+ r̂2

(q2

N

))−[Diri

( qi
N

)
+D12r̂i

( qi
N

)]
.

Ad Network. Consider now the case where AN sells impressions on behalf of both publishers.

We assume that AN can track consumers across publishers. Speci�cally, for each advertiser a, AN

observes xai for each consumer on the respective publisher, and chooses which consumers receive an

impression. Following this choice, AN observes whether a consumer selected to receive an impression

on publisher i has already been informed by a's messages on j. This event takes place with probability

β (i.e. the probability the a consumer allows tracking). Based on this information, AN decides

whether to impress the consumer with either the �rst or the second type of message from a. Given

these assumptions, because there are no internal repetitions, and because xai are i.i.d., AN cannot

do better than send the ma
i impressions a buys on publisher i to the consumers with the largest xai .

Therefore, we have

ma
i = (1− x̄ai ) (Di +D12)⇒ x̄ai = 1− ma

i

Di +D12
.

However, these impressions may not all be of the same type: although informing a consumer

with the �rst message is more pro�table, the second message avoids repetition on multi-homers.

Speci�cally, suppose that a consumer has been selected to receive an impression on publisher i

(because xai is above x̄
a
i ). With probability (1− β), AN does not observe whether the consumer has

already been informed on the other publisher. In that case, AN will send the �rst type of message

(as long as y is not too large, see footnote 35). With probability β, AN observes instead whether the

consumer has been informed on publisher j (for instance, it learns whether a consumer has clicked

on the ad). If the consumer has not already been informed, AN sends her an impression containing
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the �rst message (because this impression generates the largest expected value to the advertiser).

However, if the consumer has already been informed, AN sends her the second message, because

the value of repeating the �rst impression is zero. Hence, the total revenue of an advertiser buying

ma
1 and ma

2 impressions is equal to (denoting again Ma
i ≡

mai
Di+D12

− 1
2

(
mai

Di+D12

)2
)

RaMH = D1α1M
a
1 +D2α2M

a
2 +D12 (1− β) (γ1M

a
1 (1− γ2M

a
2 )) +

+D12 (1− β) γ2M
a
2 +D12βγ2M

a
2 +D12β (γ1M

a
1 (1− γ2M

a
2 )) +D12βγ1M

a
1 γ2M

a
2 y,

which simpli�es to

RaMH = D1α1M
a
1 +D2α2M

a
2 +D12 (γ1M

a
1 (1− γ2M

a
2 )) +D12γ2M

a
2 +D12βγ1M

a
1 γ2M

a
2 y.

In words, conditional on being able to track consumers across publishers, AN raises the value of

impressions on multi-homers: it can replace ads containing a message from an advertiser with ads

from the same advertiser, but containing another message. By using the de�nition of r1 (.) and r̂1 (.)

above, we get

RaMH =
∑
i=1,2

Diri

(
ma
i

Di +D12

)
+D12r̂1

(
ma

1

D1 +D12

)(
1− r̂2

(
ma

2

D2 +D12

))
+

+D12r̂2

(
ma

2

D2 +D12

)
+D12βr̂1

(
ma

1

D1 +D12

)
r̂2

(
ma

2

D2 +D12

)
y.

B.2 Privacy as intermediate good

Given our assumptions, the utility of a multi-homing consumer that allows tracking is

u1 + u2 − (δ − z) (q1 + q2)− θ. (33)

Except for this change, the structure of the model is the same as described in Section 3.

As a �rst step, it is useful to describe a consumer's choice in terms of tracking. Using (33), we
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have that a consumer with preference parameter θ behaves as follows

if θ ≤ c the consumer allows tracking,∀q1,q2,

if c < θ ≤ c+ z(q1 + q2) the consumer allows tracking only when multi-homing, (34)

if θ > c+ z(q1 + q2) the consumer never allows tracking.

The consumer's choice concerning tracking depends on the advertising capacity qi on the two pub-

lishers. Below, we prove that the demand system in this version of the model is as follows (the

subscripts B and NB stand for �block tracking� and �not block tracking�, respectively):

• if θ > c+ z(q1 + q2), then

D12,B = Pr {u1 − δq1 − c ≥ 0, u2 − δq2 − c ≥ 0, θ > c+ z(q1 + q2)} ,

Di,B = Pr {ui − δqi − c ≥ 0, uj − δqj − c < 0, θ > c+ z(q1 + q2)} , i, j = 1, 2 and i 6= j.

(35)

• if c < θ ≤ c+ z(q1 + q2), then

D12,NB = Pr{u1 + u2 − (δ − z) (q1 + q2)− θ ≥ max (u1 − δq1 − c;u2 − δq2 − c; 0) ,

c < θ ≤ c+ z(q1 + q2)},

Di,B = Pr{ui − δqi − c ≥ 0, ui − δqi − c > u1 + u2 − (δ − z) (q1 + q2)− θ,

c < θ ≤ c+ z(q1 + q2)}, i, j = 1, 2 and i 6= j.

(36)

• if θ ≤ c, then

D12,NB = Pr {u1 + u2 − (δ − z) (q1 + q2)− θ ≥ max (u1 − δq1 − θ;u2 − δq2 − θ; 0) , θ ≤ c} ,

Di,NB = Pr{ui − δqi − θ ≥ 0, ui − δqi − θ > u1 + u2 − (δ − z) (q1 + q2)− θ,

θ ≤ c, } i, j = 1, 2 and i 6= j.

(37)

with D0 = 1−D12,NB −D12,B −
∑
Di,B −

∑
Di,NB. We de�ne D12 = D12,B +D12,NB.

Consumer surplus is

CS = CSB + CSNB, (38)
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where CSB (resp. CSNB) is the surplus of consumers who block (resp. allow) tracking. These terms

are rather involved, but not essential for the results the follow, so relegate the expressions below.

We can now proceed to the comparison of the competitive equilibrium with the �rst- and second-

best allocations, as we did in Section 5. The �rst best allocation is such that W = AS + CS is

maximized with respect to the share of multi-homing consumers that allow tracking, i.e. β ≡ D12,NB

D12
,

and to the advertising capacities on both publishers (q1, q2). Following the same steps as in Section

5.1, we can show that the equilibrium quantity of consumers that allow tracking is strictly smaller

than the �rst-best one, whereas the comparison between advertising capacities is ambiguous. The

intuition is the same as in Section 5.1.

Consider now the case where a regulator can control the quantity of multi-homers who allow

tracking β, but not the advertising capacities. Again, the analysis follows the same steps as in Section

5.2. We obtain that the comparison among the second best level of tracking and the equilibrium

one depends on the sign of
∂q∗i
∂β (see (14)). Again, the intuition is the same as in the baseline model,

so we refer to Section 5.2 for further discussion.

Proofs. To derive (36), the full set of conditions characterizing consumer demands is

Di,B = Pr{ui − δqi − c ≥ 0, uj − δqj − c < 0, ui − δqi − c > u1 + u2 − (δ − z) (q1 + q2)− θ,

c < θ ≤ c+ z(q1 + q2)}, i, j = 1, 2 and i 6= j.

However, condition uj−δqj−c < 0 is implied by ui−δqi−c > u1 +u2− (δ − z) (q1 + q2)−θ. To see

this, consider that the last expression can be rewritten as uj − δqj < θ − c− z (q1 + q2) . The right

hand side of this expression is smaller than c, because θ− c− z (q1 + q2) < c⇔ θ < 2c+ z (q1 + q2) .

The latter condition holds because we are assuming that θ ≤ c+ z(q1 + q2). Therefore, uj − δqj < c.

Hence, we can write Di,B as in (36).

To derive (37), the full set of conditions characterizing consumer demands is

Di,NB = Pr{ui − δqi − θ ≥ 0, uj − δqj − θ < 0, ui − δqi − θ > u1 + u2 − (δ − z) (q1 + q2)− θ,

θ ≤ c}, i, j = 1, 2 and i 6= j.
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However, condition uj − δqj − θ < 0 can be ignored because it is implied by ui− δqi− θ > u1 +u2−

(δ − z) (q1 + q2) − θ. To see this, consider that the last expression can be rewritten as uj − δqj <

−z (q1 + q2) . The right hand side of this expression is smaller than θ, because θ > 0. Therefore,

uj − δqj < θ. Hence, we can write Di,NB as in (37).

Using the demand system in (35)-(37), we can write the consumer surpluses, see (38). The �rst

term, CSB, refers to individuals who block tracking. We have

CSB =

∫ θ̄

c+z(q1+q2)

∫ ∞
δq1+c

∫ δq2

0
(u1 − δq1 − c)h (u1, u2) du2du1g (θ) dθ +∫ θ̄

c+z(q1+q2)

∫ δq1

0

∫ ∞
δq2+c

(u2 − δq2 − c)h (u1, u2) du2du1g (θ) dθ +∫ θ̄

c+z(q1+q2)

∫ δq1+c

δq1

∫ ∞
δq2+c

(u1 + u2 − δ (q1 + q2)− c)h (u1, u2) du2du1g (θ) dθ +∫ θ̄

c+z(q1+q2)

∫ ∞
δq1+c

∫ δq2+c

δq2

(u1 + u2 − δ (q1 + q2)− c)h (u1, u2) du2du1g (θ) dθ +∫ θ̄

c+z(q1+q2)

∫ ∞
δq1+c

∫ ∞
δq2+c

(u1 + u2 − δ (q1 + q2)− c)h (u1, u2) du2du1g (θ) dθ +∫ c+z(q1+q2)

c

∫ ∞
δq1+c

∫ θ−c−z(q1+q2)+δq2

0
(u1 − δq1 − c)h (u1, u2) du2du1g (θ) dθ +∫ c+z(q1+q2)

c

∫ θ−c−z(q1+q2)+δq1

0

∫ ∞
δq2+c

(u2 − δq2 − c)h (u1, u2) du2du1g (θ) dθ.

The �rst �ve terms capture the surplus of those whose preference for privacy is so strong that they

block tracking regardless of which content they browse. Speci�cally, the �rst two terms capture

the surplus of these consumers who single home, whereas the remaining terms capture the surplus

of multi-homers who block tracking. The second term in (38), CSNB, represents the surplus of
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consumers who allow tracking:

CSNB =

∫ c+z(q1+q2)

c

∫ δq1+c

θ−c−z(q1+q2)+δq1

∫ ∞
δq2+c

(u1 + u2 − (δ − z) (q1 + q2)− θ)h (u1, u2) du2du1g (θ) dθ +∫ c+z(q1+q2)

c

∫ ∞
δq1+c

∫ δq2+c

θ−c−z(q1+q2)+δq2

(u1 + u2 − (δ − z) (q1 + q2)− θ)h (u1, u2) du2du1g (θ) dθ +∫ c+z(q1+q2)

c

∫ ∞
δq1+c

∫ ∞
δq2+c

(u1 + u2 − (δ − z) (q1 + q2)− θ)h (u1, u2) du2du1g (θ) dθ +∫ c

0

∫ ∞
δq1+θ

∫ δq2−z(q1+q2)

0
(u1 − δq1 − θ)h (u1, u2) du2du1g (θ) dθ +∫ c

0

∫ ∞
δq1+θ

∫ δq2−z(q1+q2)

0
(u2 − δq2 − θ)h (u1, u2) du2du1g (θ) dθ +∫ c

0

∫ ∞
δq1+c

∫ δq2+θ

δq2−z(q1+q2)
(u1 + u2 − (δ − z) (q1 + q2)− θ)h (u1, u2) du2du1g (θ) dθ +∫ c

0

∫ δq1+θ

δq1−z(q1+q2

∫ ∞
δq2+c

(u1 + u2 − (δ − z) (q1 + q2)− θ)h (u1, u2) du2du1g (θ) dθ +∫ c

0

∫ ∞
δq1+c

∫ ∞
δq2+c

(u1 + u2 − (δ − z) (q1 + q2)− θ)h (u1, u2) du2du1g (θ) dθ.

The �rst three terms in this expression capture the surplus of consumers who allow tracking only

when multi-homing. The remaining terms capture the surplus of consumers whose preference for

privacy is so low that they allow tracking regardless of which content they browse.
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